ALATOP:sensitivity, specificity and predictive value of a new "in vitro" screening test of atopy.
The limitations of total IgE for the screening of atopy, gave rise to in vitro multispecific IgE tests to common allergens. These should have an increased sensitivity and specificity when compared to total IgE. Previous data showed the interest of such tests in screening procedures. ALATOP is a new in vitro multispecific IgE test including common aero and food allergens, in liquid phase, for paediatric and adult population. The result is expressed only in positive/negative. The aim of the study was to determine the sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive value and test efficiency, by comparing the results obtained in 266 paediatric patients (selected in our Unit based on a good correlation between clinical history and skin prick tests--SPT), between ALATOP and SPT. 1) Sensitivity: 89.57%; 2) Specificity: 98.06%; 3) Positive predictive value: 98.65%; 4) Negative predictive value: 85.59%; 5) Efficiency of the test: 92.86%; 6) Reproducibility of the test--average: 5.63%. Based on this results and when they are compared to single specific IgE determinations, that are assumed to be about 80% of the sensitivity of SPT, ALATOP showed excellent results, allowing its use in the screening of atopic disease.